Phishing Training for Microsoft 365 Customers

Gain the knowledge you need to detect and avoid real-world cyber threats with industry-leading Terranova Security phishing training content as part of Attack simulation training in Microsoft Defender for Office 365. Microsoft 365 E5 and ATP2 customers enjoy seamless phishing training integration in their Microsoft ecosystem at no extra cost.

Terranova Security’s phishing training content topics include (but are not limited to):

**INFORMATION SECURITY AWARENESS TOPICS**
- Business email compromise
- Email
- Identity Theft
- Introduction to information Security
- Malware
- Phishing
- Ransomware
- Social Engineering

**MICROLEARNING LIBRARY**
- Business email compromised (BEC)
- C-Level Email Impersonation
- Handling Unidentified Individuals
- Mass Market Phishing - Amazon Gift Card
- Ransomware
- Smishing
- Spear Phishing
- Vishing - You Win a Prize
- Web Phishing - Credit card application
- Whaling

**NANOLEARNING LIBRARY**
- Anatomy of a Spear Phishing Attack
- Phishing - Six Clues That Should Raise Your Suspicions
- Phishing website
- Ransomware
- Smishing
- Spear Phishing - The CEO Fraud
- Vishing

Leveraging real-world phishing intel
All Attack simulation training in Microsoft Defender for Office 365 content uses real-time Microsoft phishing data.

Accessible, diverse content
Provide dynamic phishing training to all users in a variety of formats.

Hybrid security awareness options
Leverage additional Terranova Security training for proactive security awareness programs.

The Microsoft integration advantage
Seamless phishing training integration for Microsoft E5 and ATP2 customers.
Helping Microsoft 365 E3 Customers Protect Their Data

Terranova Security's industry-leading security awareness training solution is helping Microsoft 365 E3 customers worldwide strengthen their data protection. Microsoft 365 E3 customers can also enjoy preferred pricing on high-quality training content, a variety of customization options, and multilingual support.

Additional Terranova Security awareness solution benefits include:

- A targeted, risk-based training framework that improves click rates
- Accessible, inclusive learning modules available to all users
- Engaging, informative training modules in a variety of formats
- Customization options for training courses and phishing simulation
- Dedicated CISO Advisory and Managed Services in English and French

**Easy-to-use interface**
Quickly modify your training environment with simple, intuitive controls

**Customizable branding options**
Add logos and edit colors to personalize your learning experience

**Straightforward implementation**
Easily create, launch, and monitor security awareness and phishing campaigns

**Multilingual support**
Craft a dynamic training program or phishing simulation in your preferred language(s)

Terranova Security Partners with Microsoft: Bringing the Best in Security Awareness Content to Users

REQUEST MY DEMO
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